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1 Basic Information

1.0.1 Logo

Figure 1: Beyondcoin Logo.

1.1 Introduction

Beyondcoin is a free open source peer-to-peer (P2P)

network based digital currency employing the

fundamentals of Bitcoin. It does not use SHA256

as its proof of work (POW) algorithm. Instead

Beyondcoin employs a simplified variant of Scrypt.

Taking development cues from Tenebrix, Litecoin, and

Dogecoin. Having a peer-to-peer network means that there

is no central authority to issue new money or keep track of

transactions. Instead, these tasks are managed collectively

by the nodes of the network.

1.2 Mining

Beyondcoin uses a variant of Scrypt as its hashing

algorithm. The willingness of the miners who receive

rewards for mining secure the network and process

beyondcoin’s transactions.

1.3 Technical Specifications

Here are is a list of Beyondcoin’s basic properties.

Block Time: 2 minutes 30 seconds

Difficulty Adjustment Interval: 2016 blocks

Hashing Algorithm: Scrypt

Mining Distribution: 100%

Mainnet Ports: RPC 10332, P2P 1033

Testnet Ports: RPC 14332, P2P 14333

Regtest Ports: RPC 11332, P2P 11333

2 Abstract

The Beyondcoin Project had been in desperate need

of a model of governance for some time. The

Foundation has decided for the betterment of the project,

and to grow a community around Beyondcoin that

facilitates community involvement. This outline of

digital governance is a means by which the Beyondcoin

community can directly influence the development of the

cryptocurrency without unilateral decision making from

Foundation members or former project leaders.

2.0.1 Preface

This outline of the digital governance for Beyondcoin

stems from a desire to eliminate unilateral decision making

in the development of the cryptocurrency. Before the

establishment of the bylaws set out in this document, the
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Beyondcoin Foundation had a hierarchical structure with a

specific leadership role, secondary leadership, and further

subordinate roles. This hierarchical structure caused the

Beyondcoin team to be unable to act in the event of

long-term absence of the team lead.

In the future, the Beyondcoin team will be operated

under an oligarchical structure with a body of leadership

which all share the same permissions. This will allow,

in the event of the absence of a member of the team

or multiple, team members to overtake the operations

of the Beyondcoin cryptocurrency project. This includes

each member of the Beyondcoin team being given direct

permissions access to the infrastructure of the project

such as; the Beyondcoin explorer, foundation domain

names, e-mail servers, community chat servers, and other

miscellaneous components of team operation.

2.0.2 Transparency

One of the largest changes made to organization operating

principles is a mindset of public transparency. To signify

this, as well as to improve the voting system enforced

later in this document, all members of the Beyondcoin

Foundation must make their wallet addresses publicly

available. This is to keep the direction issue voting system

both fair to the community and honest. No member

of the Foundation should be able to directly influence

the vote through an overabundance of Beyondcoin wallet

balance, much of which was earned in the earlier life of the

cryptocurrency. Which may unfairly overrepresent their

opinion.

Moreso, the Foundation is committed to improving

communications with its community, bringing more people

onto the project to become involved in its development.

People with a vested interest in the success of Beyondcoin

will increase the value of the currency, and thus benefit

all stakeholders of the currency. Growing the size of the

community comes with its growing pains. The Foundation

will mitigate this effect through the communication of

operation status to the community as clearly and frequently

as is possible.

It is best to let the community know that the

Foundation is constantly working to improve Beyondcoin

for the benefit of everyone who cares about its success. The

Foundation wants to share that unified passion for success

with the community at large. Excitement and perseverance

are infectious. Something the project will use to great

benefit.

2.1 Democracy

Another big change to the operation of the Beyondcoin

Project is a community-driven direct democratic vote.

Members of the community will be able to vote on direction

issues related to Beyondcoin. They will also be enabled to

engage in their votes. Although, they will be responsible

for tracking their votes. By submitting voting results to the

Foundation, they will be able to influence the direction the

coin takes in the future.

2.1.1 Future of Beyondcoin

Beyondcoin seeks to become a utility token with a secure

multi-algorithm mining structure to harden it against

attack. These decisions have already been made and

are in progress. Because they were made before the

implementation of this governance document, they will not

be affected by the results of the community vote.

Beyondcoin’s utility lies in two areas. The first of
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which is as an interface currency for a cryptocurrency

merchandising store. The currency can be used to exchange

for products in that store, in place of fiat currencies.

This helps fund the Beyondcoin Foundation, as well as

provide members of its community with tangible goods

and services.

The second major utility of Beyondcoin is as an

investment stake in the cryptocurrency itself. By holding

Beyondcoin and taking part in the voting process, members

of the community are improving the coin continuously.

When the coin itself improves, the value of the coin

increases. Thus better solidifying its position as sound

cryptocurrency investment. It is a cyclical position, where

Beyondcoin exists to fund the advancement of Beyondcoin.

The best kind of cryptocurrency project in the opinion of

the Foundation.

2.2 Foundation

The collective group of individuals containing Beyondcoin

Team Members, Team Member Understudies, Partners,

and Family Members, are the Beyondcoin Foundation;

henceforth “Foundation”. Members of the foundation

are volunteers which work for the benefit of Beyondcoin

alone and do so without payment from the Foundation.

Foundation work is a non-profit venture that only exists

to maintain the continuity of the Beyondcoin Project.

Funds accrued by the members of the Foundation

through cryptocurrency trade and Beyondcoin mining

are done so for their benefit. However, much of the

infrastructure maintaining the project is paid for out of

pocket by Beyondcoin Foundation Members, and through

community donations.

The foundation exists to directly promote the

Beyondcoin Project and to take part in its programming

and development, as well as partake in the development of

Beyondcoin affiliated projects, prerequisite programming

libraries, and other structural components of the

cryptocurrency itself; such as wallets and blockchain

explorers. Foundation members are not permitted to vote

on any issues or make deposits to vote wallets. Foundation

members found doing so violate the Foundation bylaws

and will be up for expulsion. Votes for expulsion are

carried out by a simple majority vote from all members of

the Foundation.

2.2.1 Beyondcoin Team Members

Team Members will act as the main operators of the

Beyondcoin cryptocurrency, working directly on the

programming, marketing, and communication at the

highest level. They maintain a top-level chain of command

to have the final say over all Foundation organization

operations, members’ projects, and divisions. Only

superseded by community voting on direction issues,

Team Members work to ensure that Beyondcoin is actively

being developed and improved whenever possible. They

work closely with all levels of the foundational hierarchy

to direct their actions toward the common goal of the

improvement of Beyondcoin as a cryptocurrency.

Beyondcoin Team Members are elected to their

positions by a simple majority vote of the existing Core

Team Members. If the Core Team Members which have

been expelled from the organization will still have their

addresses on file. They should and will not be able to

take part in the Beyondcoin voting process. It is up to the

community to maintain a vigilant eye over these accounts

to make sure that wallets they move Beyondcoin to are
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included in vote tallies. vote tallies.

2.2.2 Beyondcoin Team Member Understudies

Beyondcoin Team Member Understudies are assigned

duties identical to those of the Core Team Members in

all aspects of the project. In addition to developing

and managing project code, GitHub commits, directing

workplace duties of subordinate Partners and Family

Members; as well they manage exchange listings,

communication with third party businesses media, and

rollout changes voted on by the community. Understudies

also have the responsibility of maintaining the continuity

of Beyondcoin through succession.

Beyondcoin Team Member Understudies are elected

to their positions by a simple majority vote of the

existing Core Team Members. Beyondcoin Team Member

Understudy positions are subordinate in name only.

Understudies have many of the same permissions and

access to infrastructure given to Core Team Members, they

however lack hiring, community server management, and

account access privileges that the Core Team has. They can,

if the Foundation is disestablished, retrieve access to these

privileges through a predetermined third party escrow.

This escrow will first verify the disestablishment of the

Beyondcoin Core Team, then provide the Understudy Team

the necessary account access to change their privileges to

replace the incapable Core Team.

2.2.3 Beyondcoin Partners

Beyondcoin Parters exist to create a basis in the continuity

of the Foundation and expand the size of the volunteer

development team. Beyondcoin Partners are brought on to

assist in the development of the Beyondcoin Project itself,

as well as a subordinate project which the community uses

to interface with Beyondcoin; such as exchange integration,

software wallets, mobile application, web wallets, mining

software compatibility, and blockchain explorers.

Beyond Partners may be selected by any members

of the Core Team. Core Team Members may promote

members of the Beyondcoin Family to Partner positions.

Any dispute in the roster of Beyondcoin Partners.

2.2.4 Beyondcoin Family Members

Beyondcoin Family Members exist to further the exposure

of and knowledge base of Beyondcoin. Family Members

are tasked with promoting Beyondcoin on social media,

imageboards, forums, and communities outside of

Beyondcoin’s community chat servers. Family Members

are encouraged to write and post articles related to

Beyondcoin, make Beyondcoin compatible products and

services, develop Beyondcoin included application and

software, and involve the Beyondcoin community in their

projects. In turn, the Beyondcoin Team and Partners will

work with Family Members to promote their projects on

official Beyondcoin platforms, social media accounts, and

infrastructure services.

Beyondcoin Family Members may be selected by

any members of the Core Team, Understudy Team, or

Partners. Family Members exist to promote Beyondcoin

to others. For this reason, Beyondcoin Family Members

should not take part in voting on Beyondcoin issues. This

rule is not enforced as heavily as it is for other hierarchical

levels. Beyondcoin Family Members being found taking

part in votes will simple have their Family Member status

removed, permitting them to vote.
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2.3 Foundation Affiliates

Beyondcoin Foundation Affiliates are members of the

Beyondcoin community that have a vested interest in the

success of the Beyondcoin Project that are not members

of the Beyondcoin Foundation. Foundation Affiliates may

take part in the voting system and are not restricted in

any way. Foundation Affiliates will likely have a much

higher vote weight than other members of the Beyondcoin

community. The opinion of Foundation Affiliates matter, as

their operations critical to the value of the cryptocurrency.

2.3.1 Exchange Representatives

Exchange Representatives include any member of staff of

a cryptocurrency exchange where Beyondcoin is listed.

Exchange Representatives are permitted to submit their

exchange wallets to the voting system. Beyondcoin

Foundation members are not permitted to submit currency

to the wallet of exchange to circumvent the governance

policy to obtain a higher vote weight. Any Beyondcoin

Foundation found doing this is in violation of the bylaws

set forth by this document and will be up for expulsion.

2.3.2 Pool Operators

Pool Operators include any member of staff or and

operator of a pool which lists Beyondcoin for distributed

mining. Pool Operators are permitted to submit mining

pool reward wallets to the voting system. Beyondcoin

Foundation members are not permitted to store mined

cryptocurrency in mining reward wallets during periods

that voting will be taking place. Foundation members are

expected to withdraw cryptocurrency into wallet address

made publicly available wallet address. The only exception

to this is when Beyondcoin is being used as payment for

hash rate on a third party service. No Beyondcoin from

that address is permitted to be submitted for voting. Any

Beyondcoin Foundation found doing this is in violation of

the bylaws set forth by this document and will be up for

expulsion.

2.4 Governance

The Foundation is putting forth a new format of

governance that incentivizes community participation,

democratic operation, decentralization of power, and direct

development effect upon the Beyondcoin cryptocurrency.

Members of the community will be able to vote

on Beyondcoin effecting issues, implement features to

Beyondcoin, and submit their work to the project to enforce

changes that they have voted for. This new system of

governance turns Beyondcoin from a centralized project

controlled by a few lead individuals, into a coin where

the Foundation has little say in the development direction

of the coin and only exists to execute the vision of the

Beyondcoin community.

2.4.1 Core Team

The Core Team for the project collectively works directly

on the cryptocurrency itself; including the programming

necessary to maintain and modify the blockchain to enact

changes voted on by the community, and subordinate

functions for community interfacing with that blockchain

such as wallets and explorers. The Core Team is directly

responsible for the continuity of the project, and must work

to list the coin on trade exchanges; as well as market the

coin to the general public to encourage coin adoption and

increasing coin trade value for Beyondcoin holders.
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2.4.2 Understudy Team

The Understudy Team has many of the same Foundation

organizational responsibilities as Core Team Members.

They are also responsible for maintaining the continuity of

the Beyondcoin Project. There is to be an equal number

of Understudy Team Members as there are Core Team

Members. This is to ensure that if a Core Team member

becomes unavailable, inactive, incapacitated, or deceased;

an Understudy Team member is available to immediately

replace them.

2.4.3 Line of Succession

The Beyondcoin Project’s Line of Succession is executed

through chain promotion. If a Core Team Member becomes

unavailable, inactive, incapacitated, or deceased, a member

of the Understudy Team replaces that individual. As

space would now be unoccupied by an Understudy Team

Member, a Beyondcoin Partner may be selected to replace

them, and a member of the community to replace that

Partner.

In the event of a total loss of the Beyondcoin

Core Team, the entire Understudy Team will replace the

operational duties of the Core Team. The Understudy Team

would be replacing their prior positions, by establishing a

new body of Understudy Team Members.

2.4.4 Community Governance

In the unlikely event that all members of the Beyondcoin

Foundation are absent, inactive, incapacitated, or deceased;

the continuity of the Beyondcoin Project can be maintained

by the community itself. The means to do this lies in

community voting. The community can vote to move to

a new community server, reestablish the organizational

structure outlined in this document. Because all aspects

of the Beyondcoin Project are open source. It is trivial for

community members to simply recreate all of the operating

infrastructures for Beyondcoin. It would be unnecessary to

fork the coin, but that option is also available to them.

The Foundation requests the community honor the

sovereign authority of a single Beyondcoin foundational

organization. If members of the old foundation become

again inactive, reinclude them based on seniority. The

Foundation also requests that in the disestablishment

of the Beyondcoin Foundation, that the community

still maintains the fair voting system outlined by this

document, to direct decision making.

2.5 Voting

In addition to the organizational structure of the

Foundation. The Beyondcoin Project is also implementing

a stake based voting system. This voting system will

allow the community to make changes to the direction

of the Beyondcoin Project. Members of the community

will submit wallet addresses to the chain by making a

transaction to a specific address representing the voting

option. Members of the community may also create new

voting options by creating other wallet addresses. Only

the primary three community voting options will be

considered in addition to voting options provided to the

community by the community before the voting process

begins, mediated by the Foundation.

2.5.1 Stake Based Voting

Voting for any issue will take place over one week from

the time the option to vote is made available. Each

voting option will be given a separate wallet for deposit
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transactions.

During this voting period, members of the

community may submit transactions to each wallet.

The vote is not determined by the balance of the vote

wallet, but instead by the balances of wallets making the

deposit transactions. At the end of the voting period, a

snapshot of the voting deposit addresses. The balances of

all deposit addresses will be tallied.

This is a weighted voting system determined by the

balances of the deposit addresses. The total amount of

Beyondcoin in those wallets will determine the result of the

vote. The voting address with the highest collective deposit

address balance will win the vote. The winning vote option

will be enforced upon the Beyondcoin Foundation for

implementation into the Beyondcoin Project. With the clear

exception that there is an egregious or frivolous request.

An example of a frivolous request would be “dissolving

the Beyondcoin Project”, “banning all foundation members

from their infrastructure” or other equally ridiculous

requests.

2.5.2 Vote Wallets

It will be made clear to the community that voting wallet

addresses are burn wallets with no known private key.

BBYNDXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXWsSWbG This wallet

is a clear example of a burn wallet, that is cryptographically

unlikely to have a known private key. Each voting option

will have a wallet address similar to this, with each address

being intended to dispose of Beyondcoin submitted to it.

Deposits made to vote wallet addresses should be

as small as can be made possible. Deposited Beyondcoin

will be irrecoverable, and it should be made clear to the

community that depositing a large amount of Beyondcoin

is something that should be avoided. The substantial

advantage of this voting system is that it encourages

members of the community to amass and hold Beyondcoin.

It is against that interest to deposit large amounts of

currency into vote wallets.

2.5.3 Access to Vote Wallets

Access to voting wallets will not be given to any person,

member of the foundation, or operator of the voting

system. All wallet addresses will be made available for

community inspection, and made clear to be burn wallet

addresses for the intended purpose of having a clean wallet

for vote tallying; with no other reason.

2.5.4 Keeping Honest

To maintain an honest voting system, and discourage

Foundation influence from a community-driven voting

system; all Beyondcoin Foundation members are required

to make available a list of all wallet addresses they

own. Because it is impossible to identify if a Beyondcoin

Foundation member is taking place in the voting system

from an unidentified wallet address. The Foundation

requests that the Beyondcoin community maintain vigilant

oversight of Beyondcoin addresses to ensure that new

wallets are not created to vote on Beyondcoin Foundation

affecting issues.

Beyondcoin Foundation members found to be

circumventing this will be expelled from the Beyondcoin

Foundation as soon as it is apparent they are violating this

bylaw. Furthermore, Foundation members unwilling to

submit their wallet addresses to the publicly available list

will be expelled from the Beyondcoin Foundation due to

distrust.
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3 Copyright

Copyright ©2019-2021 The Beyondcoin Developers

Copyright ©2019-2021 The Beyondcoin Team

Copyright ©2019-2021 The Beyondcoin Project

Copyright ©2019-2021 The Beyondcoin Foundation

Copyright ©2019-2021 Beyondtoshi

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any

person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the “Software”), to deal in the

Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute,

sub-license, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

so. subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice

shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

The Beyondcoin Software is provided “as is”, without

warranty of any kind, express or implied, including but

not limited to the warranties of merchantability, fitness for

a particular purpose and non-infringement. In no event

shall the authors or copyright holders be liable for any

claim, damages or other liability, whether in an action

of contract, tort or otherwise, arising from, out of or in

connection with the Software or the use of other dealings

in the Software.

3.1 Websites

List of Beyondcoin webpages.

Beyondcoin: https://beyondcoin.io

Forum: https://forum.beyondcoin.io

Wiki: https://wiki.beyondcoin.io

Discord: https://discord.com/invite/j3BUcJU

Twitter: https://twitter.com/beyondcoin_bynd

Telegram: https://t.me/beyondcoin_official

GitHub: https://github.com/beyondcoin-project

Wallets (all OS): https://download.beyondcoin.io

Block Explorer: https://beyondexplorer.com

Paper Wallet: https://beyondaddress.org
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